TASK HEADLINE
How can we open up
communication and trust between
civil society and donors to ensure
impactful, inclusive projects?
SPONSOR
Vodacom with task
owner, Angela Abrahams
FACILITATORS
Helen Andrews and
Muimeleli Mutangwa
Four themes were covered at the Trialogue
Business in Society Conference 2022: Equitable
Philanthropy with Vodacom, Inclusive
Growth in the Green Economy with Nedbank,
Employee Engagement with Trialogue and
Future-proofing Development with MTN. This
report focuses on Equitable Philanthropy.
Conference plenary sessions offered in depth
coverage of the four themes each morning,
with keynotes and panel discussions. In the
afternoons, each of the four themes was
explored further in small groups, facilitated by
SynNovation in a highly participative creative
problem-solving session.

The SynNovation approach for creative problem-solving and
innovative teamwork that was used, is based on the Synectics
process and principles. It starts with the task owner giving a brief
background statement on the task, while participants “listen for
ideas.” Then a wide range of creative ideas are generated, in the
form of “wishes.” Selected wishes are developed into practical
actions from which the “task owner” can select and combine
for implementation. Delegates may also find ideas in these four
reports that they could adapt for use in their own companies,
NPOs, projects or even personal lives.
At the end of this report you’ll find some key SynNovation
concepts. To get more details about the process and principles as
well as some relevant articles that offer a deeper view into our
work, you can visit our website www.synnovation.co.za/headlines
or send us an email to info@synnovation.co.za
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KEY CONCEPTS

CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 1
To develop the Emerging Idea into practical Actions

Teams Cherries + Dates
I plan to build strategic partnerships
that benefit both donors and CSO/
NPOs
Teams Berries + Elderberries
I plan to establish open
communication through frequent and
transparent engagement between
donors and partners
Teams Apples + Figs
I plan to motivate and ensure that
funders recognise the needs and
running costs of NGOs, and the
benefits of adequate funding

APPLES EMERGING IDEA

I plan to ensure that funders recognise that the needs and
running costs of NGOs are as important as their own

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Mutually beneficial partnerships
Trust and increased agency
Can pivot according to need on the ground
Experienced knowledge that stays (staff retainment)

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How can we demonstrate the value of NGO workers and
work?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build transparency through good communication
Share achievements and successes, not only problems
Emphasize co-creation in building projects
Take the trouble to learn about activities and realities
of NGOs

BERRIES EMERGING IDEA

I plan to create more transparency on both sides

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Trust
Better relationships
True partnership
Productivity
Integration and shared values

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How to avoid punishing transparency?
5.
6.

Engage face to face regularly
Share success and failure

CHERRIES EMERGING IDEA

I plan to create more opportunities for funders and NGOs
to connect and share as strategic partners and experts in
their fields, with a view to ensuring long term funding

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•

Greater impact
Sustainability
Quality service offering and delivery
Improved monitoring, Evaluation

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How can we eradicate red tape?
7.
8.
9.
10.

Have clear and open communication
Develop joint proposals with other NPOs
Donors and NGOs to leverage each other’s strength
Sign clear contracts and MOUs

CONSTRUCTIVE EVALUATION 2
To develop the Emerging Idea into practical Actions
DATES EMERGING IDEA

I plan to ensure that partnerships mutually benefit both
donors and the CSO/NPO and NGOs

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•

Reach impact objectives
Shared value
Respect, trust, transparency, equality
Commitment
Potential to grow and scale

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How can we engage more?
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Bring employees into each other’s “worlds” for a year
Co-create volunteer opportunities
Plan together instead of in isolation
Build board member involvement
Leverage company marketing to market partner
projects

ELDERBERRIES EMERGING IDEA

I plan to ensure that partnerships mutually benefit both
donors and the CSO/NPO and NGOs

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding
Stay informed
Build trust
Relationship strengthened
Share ideas
Sustainability

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How to find creative ways to ensure that information is
consumed?
16. Use various media platforms to maximise the impact
of your story
17. Draft a Memorandum of Understanding to manage
expectations and boundaries

FIGS EMERGING IDEA

I plan to motivate to funders how unrestricted funding
could be transformational

BENEFITS
•
•
•
•
•
•

NPOs empowered
Flexibility to be responsive
Exponential impact
NPOs feel capabilities are valued
Encourage long-term planning
Employment security

CONCERNS & ACTIONS
How can we convince the donors?
18. Build an evidence-based, data driven case study
19. Demonstrate innovative and good governance and
trust
20. Start small to build trust

WISH THINKING

Selected wishes from the six groups
that led to the Emerging Ideas

•
•
•
•

APPLES
• I wish that I will be able to see the change we all
desire in my lifetime
• I wish that NGOs and corporates can work together
more (volunteerism projects)
• I wish that donors would ACTUALLY read reports that
we spend hours and hours writing
• I wish donors would take into account running costs
and not only focus on project costs
• I wish that NPOs would communicate more regularly
with donors (not just on report schedules)
BERRIES
• I wish for better understanding of both sides of
expectations
• I wish for transparent hearts and like-minded agendas

I wish for fun shared experiences
I wish for more corporate heroes
I wish for safety in disclosing failure
I wish for more transparency in the sector

CHERRIES
• I wish we could have more opportunity to connect
and share
• I wish like-minded sectors could merge
• I wish donors/funders to view NGOs as strategic
partners
• I wish for mutual understanding of red tape
• I wish for donors to see the benefits of long term
funding
DATES
• I wish relationships were about more than money.
• I wish reporting was actually beneficial
• I wish that interventionists reach the poorest of the
poor
• I wish for genuine philanthropy rather than marketing
benefits
• I wish for community ownership
• I wish community talents & expertise were used
• I wish there were more multi-stakeholder
collaborations
• I wish there was more info available on NPOs and
corporates for successful matching.

ELDERBERRIES
• I wish donors would stop imposing rules and
conditions on the end users
• I wish donors would tone down reporting
requirements
• I wish organisations could collaborate to maximise
impact
• I wish NPOs were more honest about capabilities
• I wish we could find partners that were the perfect fit
• I wish there was no need for charities to require
funding
FIGS
• I wish we understood each other’s worlds
• I wish for more accessibility and less red tape
• I wish we were treated as equals and had mutual
respect
• I wish for more holistic solutions
• I wish for long term support / funding and
relationship building
• I wish the donors didn’t require instant gratification
• I wish the relationship between donors and funders
was fun!
• I wish that NPOs could develop independence from
donors to empower beneficiaries in a sustainable way.
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PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK
We asked participants for one word or phrase to capture the
essence of the break-outs...

TOTAL ENERGY OF INDIVIDUAL / TEAM

CREATING THE CLIMATE
ENERGY AVAILABLE FOR
TASK AND SUCCESS

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Looking after self
Challenging others
Protecting own turf
Defensive

Trusting
Sharing
Open-minded
Encouraging others
Building on others ideas

ENERGY REQUIRED FOR
EMOTIONAL SURVIVAL

Threatening

Adversarial

Neutral
CLIMATE

Co-operative

Supportive

POSITIVE + NEGATIVE BEHAVIOURS
• Blame
• Name-call
• Make fun of
• Set up win-lose
• Be competitive

• Take ball away from
• Get angry
• Pull rank
• Scare

• Point out only flaws
• Disagree or argue
• Misunderstand
• Challenge

• React negatively
• Correct a person
• Discount or put down
• Be cynical or sceptical
• Insist on early precision

• Take on faith
• Assume it can be done
• Share the burden of proof
• For a while suspend
disbelief

• Inattention
• Don’t join
• Don’t listen
• Act distantly
• Disinterested
• Use silence against

• Be pessimistic
• Preach or
moralise
• Be judgemental
• Disapprove
• Be critical

• Put burden of
proof on another
• Put on a stony face
• Give no feedback
• Be non-commital
• Cross-examine
• Ask questions

• Assume no value
in idea
• Bored
• Nit-pick
• Interrupt
• Impatient
• No connections

• Be optimistic
• Focus on what’s
going for the idea
• Assume valuable
implications
• See / find value
in ideas

• Deal as an equal
• Eliminate status
and rank
• Give up right to
punish / discipline

• Be dominant
• Order or direct
• Threaten / warn
• Command
• Demand

• Take responsibility
for understanding
• Jump to favourable
conclusions
• Waste no time
evaluating early
• Paraphrase for
understanding

• Give early support
• Show approval
• Acknowledge
• Attentiveness
• Be interested
• Give credit
• Listen

• Share the risk
• Listen approximately
• Stay loose and
informal
• Protect vulnerable
beginnings

• Support conclusions
• Value the learning
of mistakes
• Use ambiguity

• Accept
• Join
• Build on
• Be open to
• Connect with
• Speculate with
• Set up win-win
• Make it no lose
• Share risk

Negative Behaviours

Positive Behaviours

REDUCE CHANCES OF SUCCESS

INCREASE CHANCES OF SUCCESS

SYNNOVATION GROUNDRULES

Share airtime
• Let others have their say and have your say
• It’s not always the most talkative people
who have the best ideas

for creative problem solving

Assume positive intent

Suspend judgement

• When people make comments / suggestions
or ask questions, assume that they mean well
• Use AND rather than BUT, leaving space for
other people’s viewpoints

• Don’t comment on ideas in the wishing phase
• Don’t evaluate any ideas as good or bad
• Suspend judgement in your own mind.

Generate many ideas

Limit questions
•
•
•
•

Questions can make people defensive
Questions can hide ideas
Questions can get you into the problem
Turn your questions into ideas

Listening for ideas
• Use notepads, clipboards to remind you
of connections and associations made
• Listen for some understanding - IN
• Listen for ideas - OUT

Speak for easy listening
• Phrase ideas + thoughts as a headline 		
followed by a brief background
• Use I wish headlines during idea generation
to encourage speculative ideas
• Use How to / How can we headlines for task
statements and concerns

• Quantity leads to quality
• Use excursions to generate more ideas

=
+
++++
+
How
to...

Check understanding
• Paraphrase rather than question
• Don’t evaluate until you have correctly
understood what has been said

Find value in ideas
• Look for positives, that will help us to 		
value even way out ideas
• Build on others’ ideas - crediting also 		
builds relationships, people feel valued

Use concerns to give direction
• When developing ideas use How to... 		
or How can we... to voice concerns
• Then think of practical actions to overcome
each concern and build feasibility

